FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Entrex Carbon Market and
Conservation Solutions establish exclusive territory
Boca Raton, Fl, April 25, 2022: Entrex Carbon Market (www.EntrexCarbonMarket.com) announces an
agreement has been reached with Conservation Solutions, of Greenwood Mississippi, to represent our
Carbon Offset Producing Real Estate or “COPRe” income solution to potential originators across an
exclusive territory.
“Working with Palmer Brock we’ve found a similar passion to provide quality products to our respective
clients” said Stephen H. Watkins, CEO of Entrex Carbon Market. “We believe by establishing an exclusive
territory we can serve clients effectively while producing an efficient sales channel for additional carbon
offsets”.
“We found the Entrex Carbon Market offers a unique regulatory-compliant solution our clients would
welcome”, said Palmer Brock of Conservation Solutions. “We’ve served our Mississippi, Alabama,
Louisiana and Tennessee clients and more and more see the carbon offset ‘crops’ as something that
fits in their wheel-house. Entrex offers flexible programs that match our client’s interest – we believe
working together is a win-win-win for Clients, Conservation Solutions and Entrex” suggested Palmer
Brock, CEO of Conservation Solutions.
“More and more calls from regional farm and forestry entities are interested in partnering for their
client base” said Thomas Harblin, Partner of the Entrex Carbon Market. “Our ‘COPRe Connector’
program was designed to support companies like Palmer’s and we’re excited to be working together.
About Entrex:
Entrex was founded in 2001 as a capital market system for entrepreneurial companies. The company
establishes regulatory-compliant, niche capital market systems which support regulated market
constituents in originating, structuring, placing, trading, settling and servicing securities of entrepreneurial
companies. Working together with industry leaders, Entrex platforms allow investors to find, research, track,
manage, and trade entrepreneurial securities by geography, sector or commodity.
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